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FOOD ZOO FORAGER

Johnson in school
despite rape charge
Ashley Nerbovig
Montana Kaimin
Despite being the defendant in an
ongoing criminal investigation, former
UM quarterback Jordan Johnson is enrolled for fall semester.
Johnson is accused of sexual assault
without consent and is the subject of a
civil no-contact order by a female UM
student.
Johnson’s attorney David Paoli said
in a statement, that his client is “excited
to be enrolled in and attending classes
at the University of Montana this fall.”
The statement did not address
whether the university is investigating
Johnson on violations of the student
See JOHNSON, page 3

Ex-Griz to plead guilty
Erik C. Anderson
Montana Kaimin
After his final status hearing, former
University of Montana Grizzlies running back Beau Donaldson will plead
guilty to sexual intercourse without consent, his attorney announced Tuesday.
Donaldson’s attorney, Milt Datsopoulos,
said he and the prosecution had reached a
plea agreement, although no details were
available Tuesday afternoon. He plans to
enter that plea on Sept. 11.
The court charged Donaldson in January after he assaulted a female friend and
“had sexual intercourse with her while she
was sleeping at his residence after consuming alcohol at a house party,” according to
court documents.
“(The woman) went to sleep on a couch
fully clothed, and woke up a few hours later
to find her pants and underwear pulled
down and Beau Donaldson having intercourse with her,” the affidavit said.
Witnesses said Donaldson visited the
woman’s house the following day and, “after initially denying the act, he became emotional, admitted the accusation and apologized,” according to court documents.
Sexual intercourse without consent carries a penalty of two years to life in prison.
Donaldson’s sentencing is set for Nov. 13.
erik1.anderson@umontana.edu

Volume CXV Issue 5

Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin
Larry Neskey harvests rainbow chard at the University Dining Services garden on Sept. 4. The garden is in its second year of production
with a planned solar greenhouse addition. The vegetables harvested primarily go to the Food Zoo but reach other dining services on campus, as well.

Finding Solace

Missoula’s LGBTQ community building haven amid rare setbacks
Austin Greene
Montana Kaimin
At 4:30 a.m. on Aug. 5, 2012, Joseph Baken, 22, called the Missoula
Police Department. The Billings native said he was assaulted outside a
local sports bar — the Missoula Club
— by three people at about 1:30 a.m.,
shortly after he asked about the location of a gay bar. He said the attack
was based on his sexual orientation.
Within 24 hours, Baken’s story received national attention. The Huffington Post ran an article about the
bashing. A picture of Baken’s badly
bruised face was sent to Wipe Out
Homophobia, a national LGBTQ support group, which posted the picture
on its Facebook page for more than

half a million people to see.
Citizens of Missoula, straight and
gay, scrambled to organize events
that would promote better relations
between the two communities. It was
a rapid and appropriate response to
such a heinous crime.
But shortly after the hysteria
spread from Missoula to the nation,
a new problem was revealed: Baken
lied.
He wasn’t assaulted. He smashed
his own face on a curb while attempting a backflip at 2:30 a.m. on Sunday,
Aug. 5. He received a $300 fine and
180 days in jail for falsifying a police
report. His jail sentence was ultimately suspended.
Like so many instances of drunken stupidity, Baken’s false report cre-
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ates serious consequences, but not for
Baken himself — the sentence handed down by the judge is simply a slap
on the wrist. For his fellow members
of the LGBTQ community, however,
Baken has added yet another hurdle
in the quest for equality.
Although the assault was made
up, the people Baken has affected are
real.

I AM A LESBIAN
Her pink hair matches the trim
on her black Hello Kitty slippers.
Her red, white and black basketball
shorts, paired with a purple and
See page 6 for continuation
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RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE

Homophobia is so gay
By Cassidy Belus

Question for you: Why is it when I Google the words “LGTB statistics” one of the first links is about AIDS? Wasn’t that an ‘80s thing?
It used to be called the “gay disease” — no joke. In fact, many doctors
weren’t keen on doing more research for a cure. Some even said that
AIDS was doing the world a favor by wiping out the gay population.
That might be reading like a textbook right now (the Sparknotes
version), but homophobia has a long, pervasive history and, like most
forms of hatred, it’s hasn’t gone anywhere. And can I be honest with
you? I am so bored of talking about it. There’s no creativity left in being homophobic. What if the person you’re damning is an atheist?
There are too many reasons why I just don’t get homophobes. Yeah,
I’m judging you now.
The problem with Missoula is that while it’s the granola capitol
of the Northwest, it’s still snuggled down in a red state. Being out in
Montucky is like being out at a GOP convention: Proceed with caution. Order red meat to blend in. That said, Missoula does offer a
more accepting atmosphere than most cities in the state.
Sophomore Jeff Broere grew up in Great Falls and said of Missoula, “I would have to say, being a Montanan, Missoula is one of the
top communities as far as safety and acceptance. I think it has a fairly
broad culture, but of course, like every other place, it has its downfalls.
There’s always people who are going to be arrogant and hateful.”
This seems to be the consensus. Overall, people seem to have more
of a problem with me being a vegetarian than gay. (I bet you couldn’t
tell that from my sketch. “Oh, it’s another lesbian with an eyebrow
piercing. How creative.”)
Though ignorant comments are not uncommon to hear around
campus — that test was so gay — many out students on campus
have been fortunate to avoid worse. There does seem to be this gay
sixth sense we all have, though. Sophomore May Conley said that
though she feels relatively comfortable being out in Missoula, she also
“has the awareness that we’re in Montana, and there’s lots of people
from less liberal parts” of the state. She legitimately owns what she
calls a “conservative helmet,” her NRA hat. Nothing says Republican
like National Rifle Association.
To a straight person, this may seem like pointless information.
Maybe you don’t have gay friends or family members, but if we want
a more compassionate world, we need to open ourselves up to see our
own privileges. There are a lot of perks of being straight — like, oh
say, marriage. If I wanted to get legally married right now, the closest
state is Washington. Do you know how expensive gas is? I’m writing
for a paper — not exactly making bank here.
I don’t care if you’re gay, straight, bisexual, asexual, pansexual,
incredibly sexual, but keep yourself informed. Visit the Lambda Alliance page or check out Missoula Gender Alliance. Talk to people
who are ridiculously different from you. College is about leaving ignorance behind and broadening perspectives.
I’ll leave you with probably one of the only Tweets ever worth
mentioning, posted by Morgan Freeman. “I hate the word homophobia. It’s not a phobia. You are not scared. You are an asshole.” It’s like it
came from the mouth of God. So take that quote to heart, haters. Stop
being assholes.

heard around the

O VA L
FINE ART BUILDING
THE OVAL

“I woke up and there was
a car bumper in my living
room.”

“So I finally found
the fine arts building
— Now, if I could just
find the art building.”

GOT NEWS?

LIBERAL ARTS

“What do I tell my
professor? ‘Sorry I
didn’t do the reading
because I was
busy aggressively
masterbating.’”
ARTS + CULTURE COLUMN

A

name is pretty powerful. Names convey
a sense of history, a
concrete identifier of a noun.
Mine got me confused for a
girl for like 20 years. But when
I moved to Missoula, I simply
said, “Like the street,” and no
many-streams
explanation
was needed. I bring this up
because there is something so
pigeonholing about the designation of a few blocks south
of the Higgins bridge: the Hip
Strip.
Does it ever get self-conscious? Does the concrete convey a sense of airy apathy? Do
the businesses make ironic
asides to each other, and do
the trees long for the era of
forlorn hepcats hawking poetry beneath them?
Probably not, but that’s
not the point. By naming
the blocks between Third
and Sixth on Higgins the
“Hip Strip,” there is a special
pressure that normally only
comes from reading Cosmo
your entire life: Look good or
die trying.
The strip looks pretty good
in the morning, wearing haggard college kids, collectively
known as a hangover, like a

BACKSIDE OF THE UC

“This place looks
like a scene out of
American History X.”

KEEP MISSOULA WEIRD
Show, don’t tell

By Brooks Johnson, A+C editor
pride of lions or a murder of
crows.
Lunchtime comes and goes
with the smell of pizza permeating the air around the
new signs advertising every
degree of essentia for the hip
and the shameless.
Dinner sees an older
crowd, still obviously “with
it” because they’re not eating
at a chain, though they do
still fall asleep before the sun
does.
Night offers no rest for
the weary strip as the bridge
crowds stumble across it, and
the regular faces of the strip’s
only bar glow in the yellow
sign far past their bedtime.
Just another day, another
dose of, “This is where it’s
happening, duh,” though you
can feel the sigh as the cold of
night comes off the river and
the perfectly packaged parcel of progressivity wishes it
didn’t have to pretend every
day. It must’ve put pressure

on the Missoulian to come
off suave and forgiving, lest
it forever be known as the
cranky old neighbor. But up
went the fence, the old codger.
What if our clever city
marketers had given it a
slightly less leading name?
Say, Southbridge, or Trolley Road. Maybe it should’ve
been Old Milwaukee, or the
Bowery. Yeah, they all sound
like ticky-tacky developments
and cheap beer, but at least
then our little neighborhood
would be given a chance to
choose its own fate.
What if the Hip Strip wanted to be host to bustling prostitution, weapons trading,
upper-middle-class-female
boutiques, or a financial district? Instead we’re forced
to enjoy a something-for-everyone smorgasbord of local
delicacy.
brooks.johnson@umontana.edu

We’ve got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.

cassidy.belus@umontana.edu
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POLICE BLOTTER
Monday, Aug. 27th

PURPLE PESTILENCE

HUNGRY INTRUDER

A family housing unit at the
University Village apartments
was vandalized last week with
purple spray paint. A headless
Barbie doll was stuck between
the apartment’s screen door
and the front door.

A break-in occurred in the
Skaggs building. A dean’s office was rummaged through
and the door was left open and
unlocked. A computer power
cord and bag of candy are reportedly missing.

EMBEZZLED BUZZ
A pound of salami and several candy bars are missing
from Biz Buzz, the coffee kiosk
located in Gallagher Business
Building. The door was left unlocked, and there were no signs
of forced entry.

WINDY WORRIES
Power outages caused by a
windstorm affected several elevators in buildings across campus, leaving many stuck in between floors. It is uncertain how
many students were affected
by the outages. A branch was
blown off a tree resulting in the
small sapling being cut down. A
citizen also reported trash cans
blown over outside of Aber Hall.

Tuesday, Aug. 28th
GASHING GLASS
Broken glass and blood were
found outside Don Anderson
Hall. Investigation began until
it was discovered that a student
cut himself on the glass. The
student’s friends reportedly
took the student to seek medical attention.

HAUGHTY HOMOPHOBE
Students complained about
a man standing in the free
speech area near the Mansfield library. The man allegedly
asked students if they were homosexual and if they replied
yes, he called them “dirty ho-
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JOHNSON
From page 1

mosexuals.” This would normally fall under the category of
hate speech, but hate crime in
Montana does not cover sexual
orientation.

Saturday, Sept. 1st
SASSY STEALING
A stolen vehicle was reportedly driven to the University of
Montana campus on Saturday.
After the suspects parked the
car in front of the Office of Public Safety, officers attempted to
detain them. The suspects ran
and hopped the stadium fence
before they were apprehended.
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1. post an idea for
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conduct code. Johnson was
charged with rape July 31, and
maintained his innocence in
court.
The student code of conduct
states that students who are the
subjects of campus investigations will often be suspended
on an interim basis if the student’s campus presence “constitutes a threat to the student
or others or to the continuance
of normal university operations.” They may also be suspended for other reasons.
Dean of Students Rhondie
Voorhees said she encourages
all UM students to look at the
process. Voorhees couldn’t confirm whether Johnson is the
subject of an ongoing code of
conduct investigation.
While she did not address
the Johnson case specifically,
Voorhees did discuss the university’s policies on restraining
and civil no-contact orders.
“It’s an issue of working to
manage contact between individuals involved,” Voorhees
said. “Everything is on a caseby-case basis… we look at class
schedules and we can suggest
walk ways around campus.”
While students may be investigated by criminal courts,
the decisions handed down by
those courts don’t necessarily
affect the enrollment at UM.
Criminal investigations and
student code of conduct investigations are handled separately, Voorhees said.
ashleynerbovig@yahoo.com
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MAN DIES WHILE APPARENTLY
ROBBING HOUSE
A 51-year-old man died Saturday while apparently trying to burglarize a neighbor’s
apartment on the 1800 block of
South 14th Street, according to
Missoula Police. The man attempted to enter the first-floor
apartment by crawling through
a window but got caught in the
window and is thought to have
died from a heart attack, police
told the Missoulian.

CALIFORNIANS SUSPECTED FOR
DRILLING SCAM
The first of six Californians
facing fraud and conspiracy
charges in an alleged oil and

around the

BIG SKY
compiled by Candace Rojo

gas project scam made an initial appearance Tuesday in U.S.
District Court in Great Falls,
the Billings Gazette reported.
The scam, which promised
investors a stake holding in a
fake project on Montana’s Fort
Peck Indian Reservation, began in 2009 and included about
$673,000 in investments from
dozens of people across the
country, according to the FBI
agent on the case.
The defendants were arrested Aug. 24 in California and
formal charges are pending.

doleezza Rice as freshman convocation speaker, claiming she
made false statements leading
to the Iraq War and condoned
torture of prisoners, the Bozeman Daily Chronicle reports.
Rice, a Stanford University
professor, will speak at MSU
Wednesday to give a lecture
on her book “Extraordinary,
Ordinary People,” which was
selected for the freshman summer reading assignment. Smith
said the university shouldn’t
encourage its students to share
Rice’s moral perspectives.

MSU PROFESSOR PROTESTS RICE

CIGARETTE CAUSES $100,000
IN DAMAGE

American history professor
at Montana State University,
Billy Smith is protesting Con-

soula burned Sunday after a lit
cigarette was carelessly tossed
away, according to Fire Marshal Gordy Hughes. The fire
started on the exterior east side
of the home and spread to the
attic through a vent. All the occupants were safely evacuated,
and are now in the process of
retrieving their belongings, the
Missoulian reported.

ANOTHER FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR
FOR UM
University of Montana creative writing master’s graduate
Laurel Nakanishi will travel
to Nicaragua as the 2012-2013
recipient of a Fulbright U.S.
Student scholarship. She will
be studying writing, according
the Fulbright scholarship program.
The Fulbright Program is
sponsored by the U.S. State
Department’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and
is an international exchange
program that operates in more
than 155 countries.

A group home on Tulip Lane
in the Rattlesnake area of Mis-

Montana Kaimin asked on Facebook:
Montana Senator Jon Tester will be at UM tomorrow to speak to an American
Government class. If you could ask Tester one question, what would it be?
Adam Keele asked: Why is Congress paid so
much for such awful work? Most are only
good at raising election campaign funds.

Dylan Klapmeier asked: Are you going to start
your dream career of being a lobbyist after
Senator Rehberg is sworn in?

Jed Clampet asked: Why haven’t the Bush Tax cuts to the wealthiest 1 percent been
repealed? It is evident that Trickle Down Economics has not stimulated job growth.
When will tax breaks be given to the middle class to keep them from sinking further?
Susie Reber Orr asked: I would like to know the
truth about this ad that says you have received
the most money from lobbyists…say it ain’t so.

Libby Gagliardi Catalinich asked: How
much do you pay for your health
care insurance?

BY THE

NUMBERS
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The number of traffic accidents involving pedestrians,
bicycles and vehicles in Billings in one month. This year,
there have been 22 pedestrianvehicle or bicycle-vehicle accidents reported, one of which
was fatal.

$25 million

The amount invested by
a New York firm into Bacterin
International
Holdings, a Belgrade-based medical
device company. The CEO of
the company, Guy Cook, said
$10 of the $25 million would
go toward paying off debt.
The rest will go toward hiring
salespeople.

100,000

The amount of alcohol
breath tests conducted so far
under the state’s drunken
driving enforcement program, designed to force repeat DUI offenders to undergo daily alcohol tests.
Montana Attorney General
Steve Bullock says 99 percent
of the tests have been negative, meaning the program is
keeping offenders sober.

$3.25 Million

The amount of money a buffalo bull with massive bowed
horns sold for at auction in
South Africa Tuesday, according to South African Stud
Breeders’ Association. The
4-year-old bull’s horns measure 51 3/8 inches. The bull
will be used for breeding.
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Newly remodeled ASUM office welcomes students
Heather Jurva
Montana Kaimin
Before a recent remodel, the
Associated Students of the University of Montana office was
a very different place. “It had
been described as an ‘octopus
with no head,’” ASUM Business Manager Micah Nielson
said. Agencies were separated
from one another, leading to
confusion and inefficiency.
Now, wood accents and
clean yellow, white and sagegreen walls welcome visitors to
the office located in the University Center. A central reception
desk channels all walk-in traffic
to specific ASUM departments.
“Students don’t generally
know what services ASUM
provides,” Nielson said. The remodel was an “attempt to pull
all the parts of ASUM into one
holistic place.”
Each agency now has the
space it needs to operate and
grow, Nielson said. She cited
ASUM Legal Services as one
agency that benefited from the
new space, since the old office
wasn’t large enough for the
their 10 legal interns.
ASUM Vice President Bryn
Hagfors said the unified office also makes the process of
helping students more efficient.
For instance, when a student

approaches the Renter Center
about a legal issue regarding
a landlord, it is now possible
to send them next door to find
answers in Legal Services, Hagfors said.
Since the remodel is still in
the final stages, the total cost
won’t be available for at least
another month. However, the
ASUM Senate and the Board of
Regents approved no more than
$245,000 to fund the project.
Of those funds, $58,860 were
available from zero-based carryover funds. According to
ASUM fiscal policy, “any unexpended amounts remaining in
organizational accounts … will
revert to the Zero-Based Carryover account.” These funds can
only be accessed by the ASUM
Senate, and only if the balance
is more than $100,000.
ASUM also approved the
use of $155,000 from interest
earned on the State Term Investment Pool. ASUM keeps a
daily cash balance, and interest
earned on that money can be
used for one-time capital projects, among other things. Like
zero-based carryover funds,
ASUM STIP funds can only be
accessed by the ASUM Senate.
The University Center provided $31,140, bringing the
total amount available for the

Taylor Romack/Montana Kaimin
Micah Nielson, Bryn Hagfors, Zach Brown and Julia Evans conduct last weeks’ ASUM meeting in the UC. The
ASUM office was recently remodeled and unified in an “attempt to pull all parts of ASUM into one holistic place,”
Nielson said.

remodel to $245,000. Due to
the magnitude of the project,
ASUM sought and received
approval from the Board of
Regents this spring in a unanimous vote.

Julia Evans, ASUM administrative Associate and senate
secretary sits at the organization’s new reclaimed-woodpaneled front desk. She, for one,
noticed a difference.

Before, “it was really complicated. It didn’t feel like we were
a group,” she said. Now, “you
only have to go through one
door to find everything.”

heather.jurva@umontana.edu
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Thom Bridge/ Montana Kaimin
Mark Raschkow (right) and Dustin Nelson (left) embrace Tuesday afternoon. Their relationship has endured generations of tolerance and intolerance.

FINDING SOLACE
Continued from Front Page

black, striped hoodie, sleeves
rolled up, completes the mismatched ensemble.
Her birth certificate reads
Sheyenne Varelman, but she
prefers Peyton. Sheyenne was
bland. Peyton, not so much.
When 10-year-old Varelman
revealed that she was a lesbian,
her mom was understandably
skeptical. What 10-year-old
knows what a lesbian is, anyway? But as the years and the
girlfriends came and went, Varelman’s mother learned to accept her daughter.
Varelman’s father, a former truck driver who passed
his stubbornness down to his
daughter, didn’t handle it quite
as well. He disowned her and
his side of the family followed
suit.
On her 16th birthday, Varelman’s estranged father called
her a “lesbian whore” over the
phone. She hadn’t seen him
since she was 14. Nearly two
years after she hung up on him
that final time, she can’t imagine when she’ll encounter him
again.
Varelman was crushed the

last time she spoke to her father, but any lingering sadness
doesn’t emerge to the surface
today. Her voice doesn’t quiver.
Her eyes never drift to the floor.
Varelman is not easily frightened. Last year, she conducted
an experiment at Big Sky High
School by wearing a shirt that
proudly stated, “I am a lesbian.” She waltzed past her
teachers and fellow students
— judgmental looks following her through the hallways.
She received plenty of nasty
comments, but she was never
scared.
On Aug. 6, 2012, Varelman
was terrified. News of a vicious
hate crime was quickly spreading through Missoula. She
heard a young man had been
beaten on his birthday for being gay.
“When I first heard about
that, I was like, ‘Oh my god, this
doesn’t sound like Missoula,’”
Varelman said. “It scared me. I
didn’t want to tell anybody else
I was a lesbian. My little cousin
had just come out, too, and she
was so scared.”
In her 17 years as a Mis-

soula resident, Varelman has
experienced some hardships
because of her sexuality. Still,
the thought of an adult being
physically beaten because of
his sexual orientation was too
much for her to comprehend.
“This doesn’t sound like
Missoula,” she repeated to herself. “This doesn’t sound like
Missoula.”

SHELTERED IN MISSOULA
Like
Varelman,
Danny
Haniszewski has lived in Missoula for all 17 years of his life.
Unlike Varelman, his sexual
orientation hasn’t evoked much
hate from those around him.
In eighth grade, Haniszewski came out to his close friends
and let them spread the word
around Washington Middle
School, saving himself from
the stress of too many uncomfortable announcements. He
found a boyfriend — he refers
to it as your “typical, weird
middle school relationship” —
but remained reluctant to tell
his parents that he was gay.
Two winters ago, he decided
it was time.
“They were good. They were
really supportive,” he said. “It
was a little odd at first because

we come from a Roman Catholic family, but I don’t think it
was a shock to them.”
Haniszewski receives unwavering support from his
family, he said, and his environment away from home is
comfortable as well. Now a senior at Hellgate High School,
Haniszewski is president of the
school’s Gay-Straight Alliance.
“(Hellgate) is pretty accepting. Sometimes it’s an issue, but
I’m sure it’s the same or better
than any other school,” he said.
“For the most part, people at
Hellgate just sort of leave each
other alone.”
However, Haniszewski admits he is relatively sheltered.
“I think Missoula is really
accepting,” he said. “I know
I’m really lucky to have come
out here.”
On Aug. 6, Haniszewski also
heard of a gay man being beaten outside a Missoula bar for
his sexual orientation. “I was
kind of shocked. It seemed super weird for someone to actually be beaten up downtown,”
he said. “I had never heard of
anything like that happening
in Missoula.”

A DIFFERENT PLACE
Mark Raschkow isn’t as naïve as Haniszewski or Varelman.
Raschkow’s teenage years
weren’t highlighted by the
rapid progression made by the
LGBTQ community. Shows like
“Glee” and “The New Normal”
weren’t airing when he came
out of the closet. When Raschkow came out, “Don’t ask, don’t
tell” was in full fledge, and the
president didn’t support gay
marriage.
When Raschkow came out,
the world was a different place.
Raschkow revealed he was
gay in 2004 when he was 21
years old. Shortly after, he
moved from Billings to Missoula.
In 2005, one of Raschkow’s female friends irritated a straight
man, who vented his frustration
by repeatedly striking Raschkow in the face. The man yelled
“faggot” the entire time.
Not long after, one of Raschkow’s gay friends who was
in the military was choked in
downtown Missoula. Because
“Don’t ask, don’t tell” was still
in effect, he didn’t file a police
report for fear of being discharged.
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ways the school
can spend your
money

Riley Pavelich
Montana Kaimin
Cash rules everything around
us — but what happens to your
money after the University of
Montana machine gobbles it up?
It takes painstaking diligence
to administer the finances of
a public university, and nothing can slip through the cracks.
Imagine if the lawns lost their

Meghan Nolt/Montana Kaimin
The athletic department receives 3.4 percent of tuition funds paid by students.

On a regular basis, Raschkow felt hate outside Missoula
AmVets, a now-defunct bar
that served as a sanctuary for
the gay community.
“You would see straight
guys out there starting shit
just to start shit,” Raschkow
said. “So it does happen and it
has happened, and I’m always
afraid.”
In 2007, “The Advocate,” a
national gay and lesbian magazine, named Missoula one of
the 10 best places in America
for members of the LGBTQ
community to live. “The Advocate” loved the resources and
activities Missoula provided,
as well as the visibility and acceptance of the LGBTQ population.
Unfortunately, even paradise has a little pollution, and
Raschkow knows that better
than anybody.

MARRIED, MAYBE
Dustin Nelson may one day
be known as Dustin Raschkow.
Nelson and Raschkow had a
wedding ceremony on Aug. 16,
2011, though of Montana does
not recognize their union.
Nelson would like to share
a last name with his new hus-

band, but, as he says, he’s got
enough trouble as it is. Life
isn’t always easy for a noticeably gay man, and he doesn’t
need an ugly surname like
Raschkow compounding his
problems.
His husband could easily
become Mark Nelson. It flows
off the tongue nicely. But the
Raschkow name is dying and
Raschkow wants his family’s
name to live on.
So for now, they will continue to playfully bicker about
whose name their future child
will take. Nelson likes his last
name more. But Raschkow —
a pharmacy student — stands
to make much more money
than Nelson — a journalism
major with an African American studies minor—over the
course of his life. Raschkow
says he’s going to be the one
feeding, clothing and sheltering their child. He wins this
round.
Watching Raschkow and
Nelson interact, there’s a sense
that this is what marriage is
supposed to be. The love they
haveis nearly tangible, even
when they are on opposite
sides of the room.
They correct each other —

they moved into their new
house in May, not July — they
finish each other’s sentences,
and they are both quick to unleash a sarcastic quip when the
time is right. They also share
some of the same instincts.
On Aug. 6, 2012, Raschkow
and Nelson were devastated to
hear that a gay man had been
beaten downtown Missoula.
Devastated, but not necessarily
surprised. After all, they both
know these incidents happen,
even in liberal, gay-friendly
Missoula.
However, the couple wasn’t
totally convinced by the early
reports.
“Initially, when I heard
about it, I literally felt a pain,”
Raschkow said. “My breath
caught and I got scared, because I’ve been there and I’ve
looked over my shoulder and
wondered who’s going to be
the guy to punch my face in.
But I was very skeptical. Extremely skeptical. Something
just didn’t feel right about it.”
Nelson echoed his husband’s statements.
“My journalism red flags
went up immediately when I
saw (the report),” Nelson said.
“The timing was weird, be-

emerald gleam or the gym didn’t
get the required funding to hire
someone to wipe the sweat off
the lifting machines. Chaos
would reign.
Like any successful public
university, the UM minds its
P’s and Q’s when dispensing
the general funds pooled from
state appropriations and tuition. Some of the money goes
to big expenses like paychecks

1
2
3
4
5

7

for the plethora of UM employees. Some of the funding
is diverted towards smaller expenditures like heating the Liberal Arts Building (a minimal
amount indeed). The Board of
Regents approved a 5 percent increase in tuition for the coming
year that begs the question: what
do they use all that cash for?
riley.pavelich@umontana.edu

Administrative Salaries: 23 percent
The administration includes all the personnel on
campus, excluding faculty. These people keep our
school running, and usually manage to be charming
and helpful.
Scholarships/Student Aid: 8.9 percent
This figure does not encompass all charitable
funding facilitated by the school, only the money that
comes directly from general funding.
Athletic Department: 3.4 percent
Considering how much we like to gripe about the
football team getting the red-carpet treatment, not to
mention all of the other sports teams’ travelling and
training costs, this figure seems relatively nominal.
Utility Bill: 3.1 percent
Anyone who has sat through an 8 a.m. class in
Urey Lecture Hall can attest that this amount is not
enough.
Water: 0.4 percent
UM actually budgets $593,300 for all the water
usage on campus, but that number still only represents a tiny fraction of total expenses.

cause it was supposedly bar
time, but I’ve been on that street
at bar time and it’s packed full
of people. It didn’t seem like
anybody saw this go down,
and it didn’t seem like anybody
knew who he was.”

PROGRESS IN MISSOULA
Bryce Bennett represents
the 92nd district in the Montana House of Representatives.
The first openly gay male state
lawmaker, Bennett is a pioneer,
even if he’d never say so himself.
Bennett came out in 2002.
He was 17 years old, just like
Haniszewski and Varelman are
now. Four years later he graduated from the University of
Montana and 2 1/2 years later
he was elected to the Montana
House of Representatives.
Bennett knows that Missoula generally is an accepting,
tolerant and progressive community. Hell, the citizens elected a 25-year-old gay man to the
House of Representatives, and
the race wasn’t even remotely
close.
However, Bennett stresses
that family plays the biggest
role in a young person’s experience with coming out.

“It’s nice if there’s some infrastructure in the city to help
people in need, and I think it’s
really important,” he said. “But
in the end, it kind of comes
down to family by family. Even
if you’re in Missoula and your
family is really not supportive,
you’re going to have a tougher
time than somebody who lives
in a tiny town in eastern Montana who does have a family
that is supportive.”
Like the majority of the LGBTQ community, Bennett was
personally hurt when he discovered that Baken lied about
the alleged hate crime. But, being the politician he is, Bennett
tried to look on the bright side.
While the assault may have
been fabricated, Bennett says
Missoula’s reaction was completely genuine.
“The response from the
community, both the LGBT
folks and also the straight
people, was incredibly positive,” he said. “There was such
a huge outpouring of support
and people were organizing
events in response and that
part was what I believe is the
core of Missoula.”
austin1.green@umontana.edu
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Genre bender, crowd blender
MISSOULA

One man, four bands and the countdown to next year’s show
Christopher Allen
Montana Kaimin
Hank 3 sonically assaulted
the Wilma Theatre for the fourth
year in a row on Aug. 29. Hank
Williams III, also known as Hank
3, delivered a clock-busting performance lasting more than three
hours. That isn’t surprising, given
that in any one show Hank 3 performs in three different bands,
each of which has a distinct
sound ranging from traditional
country and hell-billy, to sludgy
doom metal and “cattle core” – a
speed metal genre complete with
auctioneers.
Hank 3’s country music lineage is well documented — he’s
the grandson of Hank “There’s
a tear in my beer” Williams, and
the son of Hank “Are you ready
for some football?” Williams, Jr.
— but if most of those genre labels are unfamiliar to you, you’re
not alone.
Hank 3’s artistic output is as
diverse as the people who show

Hank 3 plays his country set at the Wilma Theatre on August 29.

up in droves to see him perform,
some of whom are there only for
one or two of his bands. Oldschool country fans decked out
in cowboy hats and boots rubbed
elbows with tatted-up metal

heads, Griz fans and half-cocked
college kids. It was a spectacle of
ever-shifting faces pushing their
way to the front of the crowd.
The first half of Hank 3’s performance was a straight-up country affair. The set list frequently
switched from conventional
country tunes, some penned by
his grandfather Hank Williams,
to modern and aggressive hellbilly tracks like “Trooper’s Hol-

Stacy Thacker/Montana Kaimin

lar,” which features a recording
of his dog on lead vocals.
“I just think it’s a therapeutic
thing,” said Hank 3 about his relationship with dogs. “Not everyone is cut out for a husband and
wife, but a lot of people are cut
out for working with animals.”
Eventually the lights fell and
the mood darkened. A wall of
amps was constructed and Hank
3’s well-worn hat was left behind,

which allowed his long hair free
to hang over the frets of his guitar. His silhouette swayed and
the dirge of doom-metal began to
wash over the crowd, while a visual montage of paranoid images
flickered behind the band, interplaying deftly with the sounds
emanating from the speakers.
“The inspiration for that came
from a band called ‘Sleep,’” he
said. Thanks to collaboration
and lots of hard work from filmmaker Craig Baldwin, audience
members were treated to a visual
as well as an aural feast. “It gives
a different element,” he said, “I’m
up there so long, I’m trying to get
people not to look at me no more...
turn the lights down.”
Throughout the entire performance, Hank 3’s commitment on stage never changed.
Whether the audience donned
cowboy hats and shit-kickers or
nose rings and metal studs, the
Nashville native was quick to express his gratitude to the crowd
for showing up and spending its
hard-earned cash.
“I’ve always done it, man. I’ve
always been like that ever since
my very first show,” he said. “It’s
a way to pay respects, and to take
it to the next level.”
christopher.allen@umontana.edu

Stacy Thacker/Montana Kaimin

“I’m up there so long, I’m trying to get
people not to look at me no more...”
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Sitting on the banks of the Seine
French impressionists, chez Missoula
Eben Keller
Montana Kaimin
It’s a hot, buggy summer
in Paris, 1885. The sounds of
steam-powered trains have
started thundering through the
countryside, and the giant iron
brutes are still a relatively new
sight to behold.
Machines replace manual labor in the fields.
Many welcome this new
change along with the opportunity to let calloused hands
soften as they clutch glasses
of red wine in the shade of a
Rapeseed tree. But some long
for the old, familiar way of life;
a time when Paris suburbanites
weren’t trekking into the country to ogle cows, and country
boys weren’t going into the city
to admire the brick-laden wonderland.
Starting to sound familiar?
Good.
Apparently humans have
never been good at dealing
with change. While everybody
loves to feel nostalgic about
the good ol’ days, leave it to a
group of now-legendary artists
to capture the essence of what
life was like before and what it
was steadily becoming.
The art exhibit Labor and
Leisure opens Sept. 6 at the
Montana Museum of Art &
Culture in the PAR/TV Center

on campus. Works by Claude
Monet, Pierre-Auguste Renoir,
Eugene Boudin and others
have been assembled to evoke
ideas of nostalgia and remorse
that accompanied the social
and technological changes that
took place during the French
Industrial Revolution.
The idea for the show, which
runs through Jan. 5, is the
brainchild of museum director
Barbara Koostra and curator
Brandon Reintjes, who chose
the pieces based on their continually relevant subject matter.
“Missoula is so steeped into
this urban versus rural dichotomy and is really interested in
leisure, food production — all
the themes that are present
in exhibition are the themes
that we live in our day-to-day
lives,” Reintjes said.
Jules Breton’s “Les Sarcleuses de Lin” (The Flax Pickers)
is a perfect example of this old
world romanticism.
The painting depicts French
proletariats on their hands
and knees working in the field
against the greater landscape
at dusk. The muted tones help
to convey an almost meditative
mood.
The amount of texture in
the painting can be felt without
touching it. Each brushstroke
seems to have added depth to

the scene, and the color scheme
of orange, peach and green almost warms the skin.
On the most peaceful nights
in the quietest fields here in
Missoula, you can begin to
understand such beauty and
tranquility. But when viewing
the painting in person, you
can almost hear the French
landscape’s utter silence —
completely unmolested by
the grunt of an engine or the
sounds of electrical transformers. The sounds of grass growing and peasants quietly but
painstakingly tending their
fields and the fragrance of pollen fill the body with a sense of
complete relaxation.
Compared to Breton’s “Les
Sarcleuses de Lin”, Alfred Sisley’s “Saint-Mammes, avant
l’ete” (Saint Mammes, Before
the Summer) captures an entirely different sentiment and
mood.
Focused on the scene of
a small port village Saint
Mammes, the variety of colors is much more diverse. The
sky is a fragile blue. With attention being drawn upstream
to the Saint Mammes Bridge,
spanning the Seine River, Sisley managed to make a very
clear distinction between the
reflective and docile blue of the
stream and the cool, pale blue
of the springtime sky.

The clouds peppering the
heavens contain beautiful and
elegant motion, broken only by
the rich green of the trees lining the shore. The landscape is
lush and serene, and the rustic
houses in the foreground allude again to this simple way
of life, even in a port community. Through the dirt roads
and sandy shorelines, mothers
with small children and roosters roam free, grazing on the
foliage and getting their fill of
the crisp, moist air.
Observing this piece is sure
to make the viewer long for
southern France. Again, we
observe an artist who decided
to ignore the current industrial
explosion happening around

him, choosing instead to focus
on capturing a moment in time
that may never exist again. The
complete absence of any mechanical advances on this oncepeaceful landscape is surely
commenting on the advent of
the mechanized age.
It’s truly remarkable that
these works are available to us
— much less on our campus.
“You don’t just have to be an
artist or an art lover,” Koostra
said. “It’s there for historians.
It’s there for social scientists.
It’s there for people who love
language. It’s there for people
who love class, people that
think about nostalgia.”
eben.wragge-keller@umontana.edu

PISSED?

PLEASED?

PETRIFIED?
Write a letter.
Please email letters of 300 words or
fewer to opinion@montanakaimin.com, or
drop them off in Don Anderson Hall 208.
Please include a phone number. Letters
are printed on Thursdays.
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GRIZ [recap] Weekend welcomes wins
forced fumble. Roots Sports
named Tripp a co-recipient of the
Player of the Week on the defensive side of the ball.
The Griz travel to play Appalachian State this Saturday.

SOCCER

Abigail Redfern/Montana Kaimin

Josh Stuberg (53) goes for a tackle against the South Dakota Coyotes during Saturday’s game at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
total yards, 568-to-233, and first back touchdowns on two straight
Alexandria Valdez
downs, 34-to-9, but fell behind by USD turnovers.
Montana Kaimin
eight points halfway in the third
Senior running backs Dan
quarter.
Moore and Peter Nguyen both
FOOTBALL
The Coyotes, under the guid- rushed for more than 100 yards
Washington-Grizzly Stadium ance of former Montana head during the game. Moore had
was open for business once again coach Joe Glenn, scored back-to- career highs of 27 carries for 148
on Sept. 1, and business boomed back touchdowns in a little more yards and a touchdown. Nguyen
as the Griz football team opened than a minute to snag the lead. had 10 carries for 192 yards and
its season with a 35-24 win over Grizzly tight end Greg Hardy a score.
the University of South Dakota completed the first pass of his
Junior Grizzly linebacker JorCoyotes.
career for a touchdown. The Griz dan Tripp led the defense with
Montana led South Dakota in took back their lead with back-to- 10 tackles along with a sack and

Although Texas was a bust for
the Griz women’s soccer, Idaho
proved to be a quick fix for the
Griz as they found their way back
into the win column during the
Bronco Invitational in Boise.
The team’s 1-0 victory against
the Boise State Broncos on Friday
snapped the Griz’s three-game
losing streak and doubled as
their second road shutout this
season. Senior Erin Craig was the
lone scorer in the 65th minute for
her 15th career goal.
During the second half, Montana came out in force, putting
13 shots on goal. Craig scored in
the second thanks to junior Mary
Makris’ second assist of the season.
On its second day of play
against the Idaho State Vandals,
Montana grabbed victory in
double overtime for a 3-2 thriller.
The day was full of fresh faces attacking on the pitch and familiar
players flexing their muscles for
the Griz.
The first half yielded no points
and only three shots on goal but
both teams came out in a scoring
frenzy in the second half. Facing
a 2-1 deficit, Craig scored for the
Griz in the 75th minute with help
from sophomore Tyler Adair.
After tying the score, the game
went into its first overtime. The
first OT went scoreless, but in her
first career start, Griz freshman
Mackenzie Akins scored the
winning goal for Montana in the
107th minute of the second OT
period.
Craig also earned Big Sky
Conference co-Offensive Player
of the Week on Tuesday for the
fourth time in her career and the

first time this season.
The team travels to Las Vegas,
this weekend to the UNLV Nike
Invitational.

VOLLEYBALL
The losing streak ended for
the Griz volleyball team after it
swept Sacred Heart University
in weekend play during the San
Diego State Holiday Inn Mission
Valley Aztec Challenge.
The key to Montana’s win was
stout blocking. The team had 23
blocks — the most in any match
since 1994. A trio of players with
different years of experience contributed to the win: junior Brooke
Bray, sophomore Kelsey Schile
and redshirt freshman Capri
Richardson. For Bray and Schile,
their performances of 12 blocks
each were career highs.
Freshman outside hitter Gabby Crowell, who came in and
twice served three straight points
in the second set, had a breakout
day.
Before notching their first win
on the last day, the Griz continued early season struggles.
On the opening night of play
against Utah State, Montana
started strong but could not seal
the deal in the final matches. In
kills, the team had a season high
of .205 and junior Kayla Reno had
a season best of 16. Despite the
Griz’s best efforts, they eventually fell 3-2.
On Saturday before playing
Sacred Heart, the team matched
up against sponsor San Diego
State University, being swiftly
shut out 4-0. San Diego improved
to 4-0 this season and has only
dropped two sets.
Next up for the Griz volleyball
team is a home stand in the West
Auxiliary Gym as it hosts the Best
Western Grant Creek Inn Invitational Friday night and Saturday.

See RECAP, page 12
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FOOTBALL

The skinny on McKinney
Redshirt freshman QB shines in career debut
Dustin Askim
Montana Kaimin
Trent McKinney snatched
the football spiraling toward
him. He took three quick steps
backward, looked to his right,
and fired a line-drive toward
freshman wide reciever Chase
Naccarato. The ball was tipped
and landed in the lap of South
Dakota cornerback Charlie
Goro, who sprinted 50 yards
down the west sideline for a
score.
The Coyotes led Montana 2416 in the third quarter. Washington-Grizzly Stadium fell
silent, wondering how young
No. 11 would respond.
The next possession, 6-foot
McKinney trotted onto the
turf seemingly unfazed by the
score or situation. After a few
handoffs to Dan Moore, McKinney completed three straight
passes, setting the Griz up for
a 39-yard touchdown on a double-pass from tight end Greg
Hardy to wide receiver Bryce
Carver.
The sea of maroon and silver
subsequently erupted. “You’ve
gotta stop showin’ me up,”

McKinney said to Hardy with
a chuckle.
“We had been hitting the
bubbles (screens) all day and
the corners and safeties were
crashing on it,” McKinney said.
“So right over the top, they had
no one over the top.”
Montana piled on two more
touchdowns and spoiled Joe
Glenn’s return to Missoula,
35-24. McKinney finished his
first collegiate game 26-for-32
passing for 214 yards and two
touchdowns and is en route to
leading the Griz to a schoolrecord 34 first downs.
“That’s amazing for a freshman quarterback,” Grizzly
head coach Mick Delaney said
after the game. “And again,
a lot of the tribute is to Trent
because he pays attention, but
coach Rosenbach has brought
that quick passing game he’s
been familiar with for most of
his career.”
The first-year coordinator’s
up-tempo offense proved too
much for Glenn’s ‘Yotes to handle. McKinney orchestrated an
offense that ran 98 offensive
plays for 568 yards, compared
to South Dakota’s modest 45
plays for 233.

“I think we can go even faster yet,” Delaney said. “I think
that was a huge advantage for
us today — our tempo. We just
wore them down.”
Montana’s two, 100-yard
rushers in the game — Peter
Nguyen and Dan Moore —
were an integral part of tiring
down the Coyotes’ defense.
“I’m proud of (Trent). He
had a great day,” Nguyen said.
“He made great reads, and I
feel like he handed the ball off
at the right time.”
The sharp throws and quick
cuts McKinney made on Saturday were reminiscent of his
years at Mililani High School
in Hawaii, where he wore the
same number and ran a similar
veer-option style offense.
His senior season as a Trojan, McKinney threw for over
2,200 yards and more than 25
touchdowns, earning him an
invitation to the Army AllAmerican Bowl.
“He got involved in the running game with some option,
and I thought he threw the
bubble screens terrific,” Glenn
said of McKinney. “He threw
downfield OK, but he’ll get

Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin
Freshman quarterback Trent McKinney (11) dodges linebacker Tyler Starr (11)
in the third quarter of Saturday’s football game. The Griz went on to defeat
the Coyotes 35-24.

See MCKINNEY, page 12

Kelsey Ellis @YoursTruly_Kels
I LOVE living/growing up in a college town...so much love for#griznation

#cleattweets

Eric Witts @_GotHeeem
565 total yards of offense for @UMGrizzlies_FB .. not bad for a crew tabbed as
“young” and “inexperienced” #BigSkyFB #GoGriz
Dudley Beard @dudleybeard_PGA
@mickdelaney02 Congrats Coach! good game #GoGriz@MattBeard_406
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GOLF
Montana women’s golf hit the
links in Bozeman for the first
time this season at the Bobcat Invitational.
Concluding the second day of
tournament play, the Griz shot
303, sitting them second behind
first place Bozeman, who shot
302.
Senior Olivia Weber was in
second place behind Montana
State’s Paige Crawford. Weber
shot a 73, which was 5-over-par
and placed her two shots back
from the leader.
Freshman Kyla Clancy, competing in her first career start, finished round two with a score of
76, moving her up seven spots to
seventh place.
In a sudden-death playoff versus Utah Valley, the Griz bested
UV, finishing 1-under-par on the
5-par playoff. Utah Valley finished 1-over-par.
Their next tournament will
be Sept. 24 in Pullman, Wash., for
the Cougar Cup.
alexandria.valdez@umontana.edu

better at that. It’s his first
start, and it’s a great win for
him. He’s 1-0.”
Delaney was pleased with
his entire team’s performance,
but said the passing game will
get more complex as the 2012
campaign unfolds.
“The offense that we’re running right now will be dynamic as we get going,” he said. “It
will get better and better.”
On Sept. 8, Montana will
face off against fellow football championship subdivision titan Appalachian State in
Boone, N.C., in what will be a
rematch of the 2009 National
Semifinal.

dustin.askim@umontana.edu

www.

MONTANA
Meghan Nolt/Montana Kaimin
Running back Peter Nguyen (28) carries the ball as D.J. Wakes (8) tries to bring him down during the Sept. 1 game
against University of South Dakota. The Grizzlies won 35-24.
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HELP WANTED
The Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation, a hunter based nonprofit wildlife habitat conservation
organization seeks an outgoing
student for part time work, 1525 hours per week, including
mandatory weekends. $8.00 per
hour. Excellent customer service,
communication, and computer

montanakaimin

Office Staff

kiosk

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
skills required. Must have a
passion for conservation. Email
cover letter and resume to
jobs@rmef.org Closes Sept 14th.
INSTRUCTION
Spanish and Flamenco Dance
Classes with professional
instructor Elenita Brown.
Beginning and Intermediate,
Missoula. 777-5956.

INTERNSHIP
Are you interested in elk, wildlife
conservation, hunting and
outdoor adventure? Want to write
for a magazine with 180,000+
circulation, a TV show seen in
31 million homes and a website
receiving 170,000 hits per month?
Bugle magazine at RMEF is your
ticket. We offer unpaid internships

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.50 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.40 per 5-word line/day

that give you the chance to boost
both your skills and résumé while
writing for print, broadcast and
the internet. Email cover letter,
résumé, and three writing samples
to jobs@rmef.org. Closes Sept 14.

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted
best of Missoula 2012. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway
Computer Central 542-6540
SONG OF THE DAY
Wait So Long- Trampled By
Turtles
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